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Suitable for  
damp locations

Can be mounted 
Close-to-Ceiling 

ICON KEY

@GoldenLighting @GoldenLighting1

@GoldenLighting@GLFixtures

We hope you will be inspired and join us on social.

This curated collection coordinates 
well with Classic, Rustic, Eclectic,  
and Modern Farmhouse decors.

Offered for a limited time only. 

www.GoldenLighting.com/Collections/Limited-Release

https://www.facebook.com/GoldenLighting/
https://twitter.com/goldenlighting1
https://www.pinterest.com/goldenlighting/
https://www.instagram.com/glfixtures/
https://goldenlighting.com/collections/limited-release
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The beauty of the 

Esmay
wall sconce is truly 

something to behold

See Page 25

https://goldenlighting.com/
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Pilar 
Natural fir wood and strong, geometric lines make Pilar a modern rustic design. 
Creating depth and dimension, the playful shape of the wooden frame invites 
onlookers. A distressed light gray wash enhances the authentic wood grain and 
contrasts the rusty bronze of the Burnished Chestnut finish. Strong lines are echoed 
by the sharp modern arms which are positioned in alternating locations along the 
fixture’s angular center column. 
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0810-4P BC       

19.5"W x 26"H 4 x 60W(C)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

A squared center column 
echoes the lines of the 
wooden frame

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0810-4p
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0881-3P BC       

18.25"W x 19"H 3 x 60W(C)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

This geometric fixture hangs like a 
modern-day bell

https://goldenlighting.com/products/0881-3P
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Asher
Asher’s open geometric design and striking, contemporary look lends itself to modern 
spaces. The rustic appeal of the graphic fir wood frame contrasts the rounded lines of 
the lamp with its distressed Burnished Chestnut finish. The masculine cage silhouette 
is balanced by the fixture’s feminine arms posed in upward motion. The 3-light fixture 
is perfectly sized for a cozy dining room, bedroom, or reading nook.

https://goldenlighting.com/
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Garrett
Garrett’s rustic design combines the appeal of raw wood materials and 
industrial-style metalwork for a casual look. The fixture’s hardware is 
painted in a contrasting Antique Black Iron finish with gold highlights to 
balance the natural wood grain. Chain installation allows the fixture to be 
mounted on a sloped ceiling.
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0818-LP ABI       

39.375"W x 7.5"H x 4.75"E 5 x 60W(M)

Chain: 2ea 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

0818-SF ABI       

20.25"W x 11"H x  5"E 3 x 60W(M)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 8"  /  Rod: NA

The casual elegance of these 
exposed wooden beams is 
perfect for a modern farmhouse.

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0818-LP
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0818-LP
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Meyer
True to its roots, Meyer is a rustic-inspired design that features authentic wood 
elements. The fixtures are hoisted into the air by a sturdy metal frame and 
matching chains in an antique black iron finish. The dark finish is applied to 
the hardware that secures the natural fir wood to the frame. Tall candelabras 
command attention from the top of the raw wood beam. Installation by chains 
allows this linear pendant to be installed on a sloped ceiling.
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0866-LP ABI       

39.5"W x 24.25"H x 4.875"E 4 x 60W(C)

Chain: 2ea 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

This unique design makes  
a statement over a kitchen  
island or dining table.

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0866-LP
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Shiloh 
Enhance your rustic space with Shiloh. Inspired by the tools and materials 
naturally available to cattle ranchers and farmers alike, this fixture is the perfect 
addition to homes with farmhouse décor. Reminiscent of a steel silo, the design 
features a Galvanized Steel finish that is freckled and faded by age. The white 
and gray spots add to the look of a refurnished, weathered antique with a lot of 
life left to live. 
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0889-L AGV-GV       

15"W x 15.75"H 1 x 100W(M)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

The Galvanized Steel finish is 
multi-layered for an authentic 
weathered look

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0889-L
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Jasper
Perfect for homes with relaxed farmhouse décor, Jasper has the 
comforting look of the olden days. The Galvanized Steel shades and 
contrasting, weathered Antique Black Iron finish call to mind humble 
homesteaders and rural living.
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0877-BA2 ABI-GV       

22.5"W x 9.75"H x 10"E 2 x 100W(M)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 8"  /  Rod: NA

0877-LP ABI-GV       

41"W x 15.625"H x 9.875"E 3 x 100W(M)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: 1ea 6", 3ea 12"

These galvanized fixtures have the 
perfect amount of vintage flare 

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0877-LP
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0877-BA2
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Matilda
Inspired by vintage design, Matilda embodies the brooding, mysterious air of a 
rare artifact. The droplet shape and antique black iron finish elevates the drama 
and style of the series. Suited for homes with eclectic décor, Matilda is the 
perfect fit for a dining room, foyer, or bedroom.
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0880-3P ABI       

18"W x 31.5"H 3 x 60W(C)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

Like artisan-crafted wrought iron, the 
etching, loops, and bends of Matilda’s 

expressive details add value and 
visual interest to a classic form

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0880-3P
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Eloise
Enhance your space with the rustic elegance of Eloise. Hand-painted to mimic a 
treasure you would find in a French bazaar; the faded Antique Ivory finish adds to 
the vintage quality. Carved patterns in the fixture’s metal shade play with light and 
shadows creating a unique visual effect. The openings allow ambient light to spread 
through the room. Hang this beautiful mini pendant alone or array in a group.
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0883-S AI       

10"W x 13.5"H 1 x 100W(M)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: 1ea 6", 3ea 12"

Like fine lace, a beautifully carved 
pattern trims the edge of these 

ivory metal pendants.

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0883-S
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Victoria
Victoria has the appearance of a legacy piece passed down through generations. 
The chandelier’s hand-painted, Heirloom Gold finish has a tarnished effect that 
mimics an antiqued birthright. Like the pannier of an old-world gown, the fixture's 
sweeping arms flare, creating a gentle silhouette. Modest cuplets and decorative, 
button-like rivets add finishing touches to this treasure.
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0815-6 HG       

23.5"W x 27.75"H 6 x 60W(C)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: NA

Victoria’s stately silhouette is 
enhanced by the multi-layered 
gold finish

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0815-6
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0882-S ABI       

8.875"W x 28"H 1 x 100W(M)

Chain: 6' /  Wire: 10'  /  Rod: 18" – Deco Rod Only

https://goldenlighting.com/products/0882-S
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Hardy
Step up to Hardy. The conical shade, subtle stepped ridges, and distinct aged 
gold highlights make this the perfect fixture for rustic and industrial homes. 
Balanced by a dark Antique Black Iron base, metallic highlights are perfectly 
placed to enhance the design and demand a closer look. This mini pendant may 
be hung alone or grouped over an island or countertop. 

https://goldenlighting.com/
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Brigette

0874-3W ABI       

12.25"W x 27"H x 8.5"E 3 x 60W(C)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 8"  /  Rod: NA

A nod to a bygone era, Brigette adds a 
touch of rustic romance to any room. Similar 
to the lovely fixtures that graced the grand 
rooms of oligarchs during the Regency 
period, Brigette has the versatility to 
impress a royal court or quietly light a family 
gathering. Like a treasured antique found 
tucked away, this ornate sconce features 
a fir wood backplate and is hand-painted 
in a distressed Antique Black Iron finish. 
Brigette's beauty is further elevated by its 
sweeping arms, delicate scalloped couplet 
detailing, and pleated crystal accents. 

https://goldenlighting.com/products/0874-3W
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Esmay

0836-WSC ABI       

16"W x 28"H x 9"E 2 x 100W(M)

Chain: N/A /  Wire: 8"  /  Rod: NA

Bring a touch of rustic elegance to your space with Esmay. Nature-inspired, a sculpted 
branch is partially shielded by a half shade. Weathered gold highlights contrast the 
dark finish, while the intriguing shape tantalizes you to have a closer look. Use the 
style and function of this damp rated sconce to provide ambient up and down lighting 
anywhere you need it.

Alternate view

https://goldenlighting.com/
https://goldenlighting.com/products/0836-WSC
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